We describe a multi-analyte biosensor that uses magnetic microbeads as labels to detect DNA hybridization on a micro-fabricated chip. The beads are detected by giant magnetoresistance (GMR) magnetoelectronic sensors embedded in the chip. The prototype device is a tabletop unit containing electronics, a chip carrier with a micro#uidic #ow cell, and a compact electromagnet and is capable of simultaneous detection of eight di!erent analytes.
Over the past several years research in magnetic label-based bioassays has become an area of increasing interest. However, most of these schemes have used bulk detection techniques such as AC susceptometry or SQUID magnetometry [1, 2] . Such techniques are relatively simple and, by using SQUID-based sensors, may allow ultra high sensitivity. However, because SQUID-based sensors require expensive cryogenics and instrumentation, adapting these techniques to a practical, multianalytical sensor is not readily foreseeable. Recently, a biosensor using micron-sized magnetic bead (microbead) labeling and giant magnetoresistance (GMR) sensor arrays was proposed [3] . This sensor is referred to as BARC (for Bead Array Counter), and many aspects of the system have been described previously [3, 4] .
The core of the BARC device is a chip containing microfabricated GMR magnetic "eld sensors. First reported in 1988 [5] , GMR materials are thin "lms of alternating magnetic and non-magnetic layers. The resistance of these "lms depends on the relative orientation of the magnetic moments of the layers. These magnetic moments can be varied by an applied magnetic "eld that in turn varies the resistance. Because of their many favorable properties, these materials have been utilized in many applications such as magnetic "eld sensors and hard drive read heads. In the next few years, GMR-based non-volatile random access memory is expected to be commercialized [6] . While GMR-based magnetoresistive sensors are not as intrinsically sensitive as SQUIDS, in practice when used to measure the magnetic "eld generated by a micron-scale magnetic particle these devices can be more sensitive (owing to the extreme proximity of the particle to the sensor). In this paper, we report preliminary measurements in which we have detected DNA hybridization on the BARC chip, and discuss important magnetic issues related to further development of the BARC sensor. The BARC prototype we are developing is a tabletop instrument consisting of a microfabricated chip (solid substrate) with an array of GMR sensors, a chip carrier board with electronics for lockin detection, a #uidics cell and cartridge, and an electromagnet. Some of these elements are shown in Fig. 1 . We currently use a GMR sensor chip fabricated by Nonvolatile Electronics, Inc. (NVE, Eden Prairie, MN) in which the GMR sensor geometry (80 m;5 m sensor strips) has been optimized for detection [3] . These strips are connected to 1 m-thick aluminum leads (traces) designed to minimize resistance, which terminate in wirebond pads in the corners of each chip. To facilitate connection with the electronics, the BARC chip is wirebonded to a chip carrier board. The chips are 5 mm;5 mm and were designed to allow integration with #uidics. Finally, the surface of the chip is sputter-coated with a 1 m-thick silicon nitride layer to passivate the surface against the electrolytic solution that is present during an assay.
The proprietary GMR sensors essentially consist of two magnetic layers separated by a thin copper spacer and have a total thickness of approximately 10 nm. These sensors are generally used in magnetic "eld sensing applications, detecting the component of a uniform magnetic "eld parallel to the uniaxial sensitivity axis. However, the magnetic "eld from a microbead, which is much smaller than the sensor, is highly localized (as will be discussed below). Nevertheless, the detection of single microbeads with these sensors has been demonstrated [3, 4] .
The BARC chip contains clusters of sensors in order to increase the sensitivity of the assay. Optimal signal to noise is expected when a GMR sensor is covered by a single bead [7] . However, the chemical sensitivity, or number of analyte molecules that can hybridize to the surface, increases with increasing surface area. Therefore, a cluster of small sensors allows for both chemical and instrumental sensitivity. The ideal sensor array would contain many thousands of &single bead' sensor elements and would be akin to GMR-based random access memory chips currently under development [3, 4, 7] . For a variety of reasons, such an array is technically di$cult to fabricate and the present prototype represents a more realistic approach at the present time.
To understand better how microbeads are detected by the GMR sensor, we consider the magnetization of a sphere. It is well-known that a uniformly magnetized sphere can be described purely as a dipole (no higher multipoles) at the center of the sphere with a magnetic "eld, B, at some distance r given by [8] 
where m is the magnetic moment of the sphere. The BARC GMR elements are sensitive to magnetic "elds in the sensor plane and particularly along a uniaxial direction (x-axis) that is parallel to the long axis of the sensor. We will consider a coordinate system in which the plane of the GMR sensor is coincident with the x}y plane while the external magnetic "eld that magnetizes the bead with a moment m"mz( is along z (see Fig. 2 ). Provided this magnetizing "eld H is well below "elds necessary to magnetize the layers of the GMR sensor along z (&10 Oe), only the planar components of the microbead "eld will induce an appreciable magnetoresistance. Furthermore, the planar component of the "eld from the bead is axially symmetric, so it is natural to change to cylindrical coordinates in which this purely radial component is given by
with r"(z# .
The distance from the bead center to the sensor plane is given by
where a is the bead radius and t is the separation of the bottom of the bead and the GMR sensor (Fig. 2) . (In the case of the BARC sensor, t is the thickness of the silicon nitride passivation layer combined with that of relatively thin gold layer plus the thickness of chemical species that are used to immobilize the bead at the surface.) B M is strongly dependent upon and z and reaches a maximum value
The radial dependence of this "eld is shown in Fig. 3 for di!erent separations, where z"1.7a (1.7 times the bead radius) corresponds to the present BARC sensor (with a 1 m-thick passivation layer and 2.8 m-diameter bead presently used). This "eld pro"le peaks sharply, with the peak moving radially outward as z increases. Furthermore, the BARC sensors are only sensitive to the x-component of the magnetic "eld, given by
where is the angle between the radial direction and x as shown in Fig. 2 . Therefore, the magnetic "eld detected by the sensor is limited to two lobes closely con"ned to the bead as shown in Fig. 3 (see also Ref. [3] ). A bead typically a!ects a sensor area roughly equal to that physically covered by the bead and the resistance of the sensor is roughly proportional to the number of magnetic beads on the sensor at low bead coverage. To detect the magnetic beads on top of a GMR strip, a magnetic "eld is applied along the z-axis using a custom designed electromagnet integrated with the BARC chip and #uidics cartridge. This electromagnet produces "elds that are parallel to the z-axis. The BARC chip has 64 identical sensor elements (arranged in groups of eight) plus two reference elements identical to the sensor elements. Sensor-reference pairs are selectable to form half of a Wheatstone bridge. The other half of the bridge is contained in the electronics module o! the chip. The signal from each sensor bridge is measured by applying an AC magnetizing-"eld (&100 Oe rms at 200 Hz) with the electromagnet, and detecting the bridge signals with a lock-in ampli"er [4] . Each signal is measured 64 times and the results averaged.
Analytes and microbeads are introduced through a micro#uidics system that is being developed to ensure uniform sample and bead #ow over the sensor, maximize sensor sensitivity, and minimize assay time. Presently, this consists of a quartz #ow cell into which the #uids are introduced through tubing using an external peristaltic pump. Eventually, an integrated #uidics cartridge complete with reservoirs and miniature displacement pumps and valves will be incorporated [4] .
Although BARC could, in principle, be used to detect a wide variety of molecular recognition reactions, we are initially using DNA hybridization to detect various biological warfare agents. DNA probes are arrayed on the sensor chip using the following procedure: A thin (&80 nm) layer of gold is thermally evaporated over the sensor areas using lift-o! lithography. Additionally, 1 m-thick hexagonal &mesas' are patterned over the reference sensors to reduce any undesired signal to these elements should stray microbeads become nonspeci"cally bound over those sensors. Immediately prior to DNA patterning, the gold surfaces are cleaned by a &descumming' process that consists of a 15 min exposure in a 250 mTorr oxygen plasma in order to remove any residual organics. Singlestranded DNA oligomers (approximately 30 nucleotides long) which are thiolated at the 3-end are spotted onto the gold surface directly above the GMR sensors using micro-contact pen spotting [4] . The quartz #ow cell is then attached using UVcuring epoxy.
The analyte DNA samples are biotin labeled. When a particular analyte is injected into the instrument, it hybridizes with the probe(s) on the chip having the complementary sequence. Streptavidinlabeled magnetic beads are then added and speci"-cally bind to the biotinylated sample DNA on the chip surface. Although it was initially planned to employ a magnetic "eld gradient to remove any beads bound by weak, nonspeci"c interactions, enabling force discrimination as part of the assay [3] , we have found that these beads can be simply and e!ectively removed by rinsing with a bu!er solution. The GMR sensors detect the beads remaining on the surface, and the intensity and location of the signal indicate the concentration and identity of pathogens present in the sample.
Assays presently utilize M-280 &Dynabeads' (Dynal, Inc., Lake Success, NY) as labels. These microbeads are 2.8 m-diameter polystyrene spheres impregnated with &15 nm diameterFe O particles that compose about 6% of the total volume of the bead. These particular beads were chosen because they are non-remnant (and therefore are less likely to agglomerate), they are pre-labeled with streptavidin, and previous studies have shown that they can be detected by the BARC GMR sensors.
To demonstrate the selectivity of the hybridization and magnetoelectronic detection we patterned four di!erent probes over pairs of eight-sensor arrays on a BARC chip. Three probes consisted of single stranded DNA oligomers from Botulinum neurotoxin B (BB), Francisella tularensis (FT), and Yersinia pestis (YP). Additionally, a positive control (PC) consisting of a biotinylated single strand DNA-oligomer was also attached in order to test the streptavidin-biotin recognition and binding, i.e., the magnetic beads should always bind at this site. In a particular assay, a sample of FT was introduced as the analyte. Fig. 4a shows an image of the sensor area after hybridization and bead immobilization. The various probes areas are indicated in the "gure. Fig. 4b shows a plot of the response for the individual 64 sensors (16/probe) as well as the sum of these 16 signals for each probe. Clearly, the FT sample registered on the correct probe with a signal level 10 times higher than the &background' of BB and YP and about 75% the signal from the positive control.
While we have shown the BARC device will reliably detect a speci"c DNA hybridization event, further re"nements are underway. The magnetic "eld at the sensor from a microbead decreases rapidly with bead-sensor separation as z\. In a forthcoming chip design that will have 64 sensor areas, we will reduce the silicon nitride layer thickness directly over the sensors from 1 m to less than 0.5 m, which should more than double the GMR response to an M-280 microbead. It is conceivable that the passivation layer can be thinned to below 0.1 m thick, resulting in a greater than four-fold increase in sensitivity.
Still greater improvement can be realized by employing microbeads with higher &magnetic density'. Because the M-280 beads contain a very low volume fraction of magnetic material, the resulting magnetization is greatly reduced compared to that of a bead that is 100% magnetic. To maximize the potential signal from a magnetic label, the microbead should consist of a soft ferromagnetic material, e.g., iron or a NiFe alloy. (We assume that issues such as surface passivation and functionalization of the microbead with biomolecules can be feasibly addressed, perhaps via gold encapsulation.) Soft ferromagnetic beads can provide enhanced performance because they provide the maximum obtainable susceptibility, and they will have a greater saturation magnetization M , resulting in the largest inducible moments for a given bead size. Finally, because these soft ferromagnets would be spherical and have very low coercivity, the shearing of the M(H) loop due to demagnetization will e!ectively eliminate remnance. post-doctoral fellow and PES is a National Research Council Postdoctoral Research Associate.
